talking excellence
Eurostar Global Electronics is an
international, independent mobile
phone distributor that was
incorporated in January 2007.
We customise and ship mobile handsets
from most manufacturers, to more than
35 countries.
Adding value to products, Eurostar Global
undertake all aspects of bespoke handset
customisation in-house, with a multitude
of services ranging from language variant
flashing to the supply of product literature.
A professional work ethic and dedicated
management team with over 30 years
combined experience in the mobile
industry, has seen the company become
an established entity and trusted partner
in the marketplace.
Working with manufacturers, mobile
and virtual network operators, authorised
distributors, mass merchandisers,
retailers and wholesale businesses,
Eurostar Global assist key partners and
add value throughout the supply chain,
delivering complex product solutions in
the mobile arena.
In addition to the international provision of
wireless devices, Eurostar Global operate
a technical department and a retail brand.
These collectively supply a full turnkey
solution to the domestic trade market
and individual consumer.

We pride ourselves on being reliable and
committed to delivering on our promises.
Reactive thinking and a proactive
approach to exceeding expectations
lies at the heart of our core values.
We believe that this flexibility and well
balanced attitude to supporting the needs
of customers and suppliers, allows us to
maintain revenue streams while providing
structured, cost-efficient solutions.

profile
ethos

With a commitment to remain
independent, we aim to work together
and become an invaluable partner to
your business.

Our philosophy is a simple one;
we aim to bring the right product,
to the right market, at the
right price.
Eurostar Global operate from a
custom designed, state of the art
warehouse geared to processing
mobile phone products.

Through targeted and selected purchasing
from our network of vendors, we procure
products from businesses at all stages
in the supply chain.

Independently sourcing, stocking and
supplying the products of most major
manufacturers, we are able to offer a
wide range of choice to our customers
at competitive prices, ready for
immediate delivery.

Our diverse and unique approach
to sourcing products allows us to
professionally cater for clients
operating at all levels.

product

Eurostar Global recognises that
communication, pricing, delivery and
availability are key components when
looking for a supplier.

This range means Eurostar Global
can accommodate volume orders for
‘new to market’ SIM Free handsets
from a single OEM through to a bespoke,
mixed pallet order comprising of multiple
manufacturer lines.

At Eurostar Global Electronics
our In-house technical division
provides a competitive edge.
Our technical capabilities allow us to
be both innovative and adaptable to our
customers requirements. This enables us
to provide products configured and ready
to retail in any market you supply.

Manuals

User Guides are available
and can be provided in
any language.

services
Our Services

Bespoke handset customisation
SIM pairing
Handset profiling and device configuration
Software loading
Network locking
Kitting
Product literature
Repackaging
Compatibility testing
Product repair
Quality assurance
Export and import services
Label printing / security seals

Chargers

We hold a large stock of OEM mains
chargers for most regional variants.
Alternatively, we can provide a quality
approved mains adaptor.

Established relationships with
world renowned carriers ensure
the effective and safe delivery
of products.
With customers in more than 35 countries,
Eurostar Global has a proven domestic
and international logistical expertise.

logistics
Working with some of the world’s largest,
most structured parcel and freight
companies ensures the safe and prompt
delivery of goods to their destination.

Warehousing

Eurostar Global is located in the centre of
the UK, near to a major airport. With our
secure vehicles, we are agile in our ability
to respond and execute deliveries.

Eurostar Global believe that having
goods arrive on-time and intact is a
priority. To secure our deliveries, we only
ship goods that are securely packaged in
suitable cartons or wooden crates. These
are then stretch wrapped and banded for
additional protection.

There are few businesses that can
purchase goods today, process them
and deliver to their customers
worldwide tomorrow.
Paramount to a quality service, the internal
communication within our business, relays
important information down the chain
to’make things happen’.

All products are IMEI / Serial tracked.
The entire process for all goods through
to despatch is monitored under CCTV.
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